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Abstract—An analytic theory is developed for dynamical-diffraction effects in x-ray radiation from a relativ- 
istic electron traversing a thin single crystal. It is shown that such dynamical effects may be responsible for a 
glaring discrepancy between recent experimental data and the traditional theory of parametric x-ray radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Parametric x-ray radiation [1-4] arises owing to the 
scattering of the Coulomb field of a fast particle mov
ing in a medium characterized by a periodic dielectric
permittivity, e(ro, r) = 1 + %0(co) + ^ g%g((o)e'g r ,
where oo is the photon energy, while g is a reciprocal- 
lattice vector. The dynamical theory of x-ray diffraction 
in a crystal [5] or its simplified version, kinematical 
theory (perturbation theory), is usually used to describe 
this radiation. Previous investigations of the spectral 
and angular distributions of relevant x-ray photons 
propagating along the direction of Bragg scattering 
revealed good agreement between experimental data on 
parametric radiation and kinematical theory. Here, the 
absence of dynamical effects is due to the fact that, in 
the case of parametric x-ray radiation, the necessary 
condition of synchronism between the emitted photon 
and the radiating particle, co = k • v (k is the photon 
wave vector, and v is the velocity of the radiating parti
cle), is satisfied only off the region of the dynamical 
maximum in the Bragg scattering of the pseudophoton 
field of a particle on the set of atomic crystal planes.

Of particular interest in connection with the afore
said is the experimental result reported recently by 
Freudenberger el al. [6], who measured, in Bragg 
geometry, the orientation dependence of the yield of 
collimated parametric x-ray radiation generated by 
87-MeV electrons in a Si crystal (111). At the maxi
mum of this orientation dependence, the measured 
yield is eight times as great as the theoretical predic
tion, the orientation angle corresponding to the experi
mental maximum being 2.8 times smaller than that 
which follows from the theory of parametric radiation.

The objective of the present study is to develop an 
analytic theory of the dynamical scattering of the elec
tromagnetic field of a relativistic electron traversing a 
thin single crystal. On the basis of our results, we will 
attempt to explain the experimental results presented in 
[6] and propose a new scheme for generating x-ray 
radiation.

2. GENERAL RELATIONS

Let us consider the structure of the electromagnetic 
field excited by a relativistic electron traversing a thin 
crystal whose reflecting crystallographic plane (which 
is specified by a reciprocal-lattice vector g) is parallel 
to the crystal surface (see Fig. 1). Within the two-wave 
approximation of the dynamical theory of diffraction 
[5], the Fourier amplitude of the electric field, Ek(D =

— f  ct rdt E(r, t)e ,k ' r + mt is sought in the form of 
(2ft)
the sum of the direct and diffracted waves, E0 = 

Y ],. and Eg = Y j ,. ,e,.K respectively,
where the polarization vectors are given by e10 = elg ~ 
k x g, e20 ~ k x e10, e2g ~ kg x e10, and kg = k + g. Deter
mining the free and forced solutions to the Maxwell 
equations for the Fourier amplitudes of the relevant 
fields within and outside the crystal and finding 
unknown coefficients from the boundary conditions at

Fig. 1. Geometry of the parametric-radiation process. The 
following notation is adopted in this figure: v is the velocity

of the radiating particle, n = e ̂ 1 -  ^ 02 j  + 0 is a unit vector

in the direction of radiation (e • 0 = 0), 0' is the orientation 
angle measured with respect to the position of the exact 
Bragg resonance, L is the crystal thickness, g is a reciprocal- 
lattice vector, and 0|| is the absolute value of the projection 
of the vector 0 onto a direction parallel to the reaction plane.
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the crystal surface, one obtains the conventional (rather 
cumbersome) expression for the distribution of the 
radiation with respect to spectral and angular variables 
in Bragg geometry (see, for example, [3, 4]).

In the theory of parametric x-ray radiation, a tradi
tional approach relies on the asymptotic formula for the 
above distribution. This formula describes the yield of 
parametric x-ray radiation associated with the scatter
ing of the equilibrium Coulomb field of a fast particle 
over the entire crystal thickness. Because of the screen
ing of the equilibrium field due to the polarization of 
medium electrons, the yield of this radiation is satu
rated fast with increasing energy of the radiating parti
cle (density effect in parametric x-ray radiation [7]).

By analyzing the general formula for the yield of 
parametric x-ray radiation generated by a relativistic 
electron traversing the surface of a crystal, it was shown 
in [8] that there is additional radiation due to the 
dynamical scattering of transition radiation from this 
electron in the crystal. A generalization of the problem 
considered in [8] to the case of a finite-thickness crystal 
was given in [9, 10], where the relevant results were 
obtained from a numerical analysis. In the present 
study, we describe the process analytically on the basis 
of an asymptotic approach, which is opposite, in a 
sense, to that which is adopted in the conventional the
ory of parametric x-ray radiation.

In the general expression for the distribution of the 
radiation with respect to the spectral and angular vari
ables, we first single out terms representing the contri
bution of transition radiation (such terms are always 
discarded in the asymptotic formula for parametric 
x-ray radiation). After some simple algebra, we obtain

R, arb. units

00-
dN x

d(i>d~Q Q2)2
R&x, 8 J ,

R =
1 <3mh2(ô/Ay;i - d

|l -  C;a+l sinh2(ô ^ -CD

(1 )

where X is the polarization subscript, £2, = 0±, Gy = 2G' + 
G||, y is the Lorentz factor, 'ÇA = ( (>)!, /(>)/, -  1)/(3X, (3X = 
2 ® 2|X g lK | /g 2, d j  =  1, a ,  =  coscp, raj, =  <B6(1 +  (G' + 
G||) cot(cp/2) ), (Oj = g/2sin((p/2), and ôx = (3xgL/2.

The ensuing analysis will rely on expression (1), 
which differs markedly from that traditionally used in 
the theory of parametric x-ray radiation. This expression

describes radiation correctly for y2|%0| = Y2g>o/g>2 > 1 
since, under the conditions being considered, the angu
lar distribution in (1) (ÀQ ~ y ') is concentrated almost 
completely in the region of a dip in the angular distri
bution of conventional parametric x-ray radiation (Q < 
(O0/(O, (O0/(O > y where co0 is the plasmon frequency 
in the medium) that is generated by a particle over the

Fig. 2. Universal frequency dependence of the coefficient of 
the dynamical reflection of the field of a fast particle from a 
crystal at 8x = (1) 0.5 and (2) 5.

entire crystal thickness and which is suppressed by the 
density effect.

We note that the factor e2£l- n 2(y 2 + £22) 2 in (1) 
describes the angular distribution of the vacuum Cou
lomb field of a relativistic electron and that the quantity 
R(Ç,_, S j  corresponds to the coefficient of the dynami
cal reflection of the field from the crystal. The reason 
why the dynamical regime of reflection is realized here 
is that, in the present case, the process involves free 
transition-radiation photons (rather than bound 
pseudophotons, as in conventional parametric x-ray 
radiation), whose distribution with respect to spectral 
and angular variables differs only slightly from the dis
tribution of pseudophotons in a vacuum for w <§ Y®o 
(recall that we consider precisely this region of fre
quencies). The dependence R(Ç,%, ô>). which character
izes the intrinsic linewidth of the radiation being dis
cussed, is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The crystal-thickness dependence of the radiation 
yield is a very important characteristic. Integrating 
expression (1) with respect to oo, we obtain

-  e o ;Px-
G

2

h in ( f ■Q2)2
m j ,

F(èx) = \ \  
nJ

sinh“(ôx7 l  -  *0
11 2 1 -  X + sinh“(ô XA/l - 2\ x )|

(2)

According to the curve in Fig. 3, the yield of the 
radiation being considered is saturated at a crystal 
thickness approximately equal to the extinction length 
for Bragg scattering.

By comparing the theoretical result in (2) with the 
experimental data from [6], we find that there is agree
ment for the values of the orientation angle G' that cor
respond to the maximum of the orientation dependence 
of the radiation yield; in addition, it turns out that the 
calculated radiation yield at the maximum of the radia
tion dependence is approximately twice as large as the
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Fig. 3. Universal crystal-thickness dependence of the radia
tion yield.

measured value. The latter may be due to a sizable 
interference contribution of conventional parametric x- 
ray radiation {in the experiment reported in [6], the 
crystal thickness was comparatively large, while the 
coefficient yoo0/oo exceeded unity insignificantly (it was 
about 2.5)}.

Performing a two-dimensional integration of 
expression (1) with respect to 0, we find the spectrum 
of a noncollimated radiation in the form

dN x e2

(3)

L ~ = 4/gPx) can be used to develop an efficient
source of quasimonochromatic pencil-like x-ray radia
tion.

The proposed source consists of a set of thin crystals 
(of thickness L ~ Zopt) positioned in a vacuum along the 
trajectory of a beam of radiating electrons, the distance 
T  between the neighboring crystals being greater than 
the radiation-formation length in a vacuum, also known 
as the coherence length /coh = 2у2Д% In this case, pho
tons are emitted in each crystal independently and 
propagate in a vacuum at a large angle with respect to 
the electron trajectory without undergoing photoab
sorption (here, the total thickness of the system, Ztot = 
Ж ор„ N  being the number of crystals, may consider
ably exceed the photoabsorption length, which restricts 
the yield of radiation in conventional x-ray sources, 
where photons propagate along the trajectory of parti
cles radiating in a medium).
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CO — CO/,1 1 -  O 'cot?
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Expressions (2) and (3) show that, under the condi
tion co yco0, both the angular width À0 ~ y 1 and the 
relative spectral width Àco/co ~ y 1 of the radiation being 
considered are much less than the corresponding quan
tities for conventional parametric x-ray radiation.

From (2), it follows that the total number of emitted 
photons is

2 Л 2

1 п о + г !е д -  ^
1 2 A 2

у
(4)

where Qd is the angular dimension of the collimator. On 
the basis of expression (4), it can be concluded that, in 
the crystal-thickness region L < 4/(g(3x), where the 
effect of saturation is not yet observed, the total yield of 
the radiation being considered is on the same order of 
magnitude as the total yield of conventional parametric 
x-ray radiation.

A considerable excess of the distribution of our radi
ation with respect to spectral and angular variables over 
the analogous quantity for the conventional parametric
x-ray radiation (by a factor of about j 2a>l/(i)l > 1 at
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